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Abstract—Creating a proxy table, this is an alternative way of looking at the data in one or more tables from different geographically located local component heterogeneous relational databases. Proxy tables provide indirect access to the data in remote tables. Location transparency of remote data will be maintained by creating a proxy table. The proxy table will be mapped with the remote table and view. The schema for proxy table resides in the multidatabase system but data resides in the remote locations. In this paper, we propose a framework to construct a Global Schema with a set of proxy tables created from different remote local databases. We can further merge two or more proxy tables to get results from two or more remote tables located in different sites. We have also illustrated the method of creating Global Schema with an example. Query submitted on proxy table without join, union or intersect will straightway go to the respective remote table or view and will send back results to the concerned user. Query submitted using join, union or intersect on two or more proxy tables will be decomposed into a set of sub-queries and will go similarly to respective remote tables or views and individual sub-query will be executed at each remote sites and finally all sub-queries will be composed and will get back results to the concerned user.

Index Terms—Multidatabase, Global Schema, Relational Database, Proxy Table, View

I. INTRODUCTION

Keeping in mind the progress in communication and database technologies (concurrency, consistency and reliability) has increased the data processing potential. Various protocols are proposed and implemented for network reliability, concurrency, atomicity, consistency, recovery and replication. The current demand is to access data from various existing databases distributed among sites in a network. All existing databases are autonomous and evolve over times. If any organization has headquarter in any country and has many branches across the globe, wants efficient and quick retrieval of information for any kind of decision supports, the proposed framework will meet this requirement in this paper. This paper has addressed nicely by implementing single global schema multidatabase system.

The multidatabase system has gaining attention of many researchers that attempts to logically integrate several different independent distributed heterogeneous DBMSs while allowing the local DBMSs to maintain complete control of their operations. It means all existing databases are autonomous and evolve over times. In multidatabase system it should be possible to address data in more than one database by a single query. On the other hand, it should be possible for different users to have different interpretation of the same data. Thus the demand on a multidatabase is to provide an interpretation of data with same or similar meaning which have different representations.

A multidatabase system is a database system that resides on top of existing component local database systems and presents a single database illustration to its users [1,2]. The Multidatabase System usually maintains a single global database schema, which is importation of all local component databases schemas and against which users issue queries and updates.

Multidatabase System maintains only global schema and the local component database system actually maintains all user data. Creating and maintaining the global schema, which requires the use of various Database Integration techniques, is a critical issue in the multidatabase system.

Variety of approaches to schema integration have been proposed e.g. [3,4,5,6,9,11,16,17]. We propose a framework to integrate multiple local component databases using proxy table technique in the multidatabase system. We are encouraged in writing this paper to the article [7] and practically experienced using proxy tables in the live project of the client-server DBMS.

Proxy tables are key to location transparency. A proxy table is a local table in the multidatabase system containing metadata which points to a remote table or view of the local component heterogeneous relational databases.

When we issue a query involving proxy tables using join i.e. where clause or union or intersect, the Multidatabase system will open connections to the remote database servers and pass the part of our query (sub-queries) involved remote tables to the remote database servers, where sub-queries run and the results sent back to the Multidatabase system. The result will be stored in the Multidatabase Server Data Cache or working storage area.

Any updates to proxy table, the update command is sent to the remote database server and the table updated there.

We illustrate examples of proxy tables and their mappings.
Example 1: One to one mapping between a proxy table of the Multidatabase and a table of the Local Remote Database.

Creating proxy table and establishing mapping between proxy table and remote local table.

Create proxy_table P1 external table At "NewYork.Authors.dbo.T1"

Example 2: One to one mapping between a proxy table of the Multidatabase and a view of the Local Remote Database where local view is created by two local tables.

Creating proxy table and establishing mapping between proxy table and a remote view where a remote view is created from two remote tables of the same database server.

Create proxy_table P1 external table At "NewYork.Authors.dbo.V1"

Example 3: Query execution using two proxy tables where 1st proxy table is directly mapped with a local remote view of the database server located at New York where remote view is created by two tables. 2nd proxy table is directly mapped with a local remote table of a database server located at UK.

We want a list of authors with author Id and their Name from two different geographically located database servers. The following query will get back result to us:

select AuthorId, AuthorName from P1
union
select AuthorId, AuthorName from P2;

where proxy table P1 points to a view V1 at remote database server at New York in the Authors Database and a view V1 is created from two tables T1 (authors related to the computer Science) and T2 (authors related to the Mathematics) in the same database and server. Proxy table P2 points to a table T1 at UK based server in the Authors Database.

Now we propose a viable framework in this paper for the same. In our proposed framework, there is a Global Database Management System (GDBMS) where Global Schema is created with a set of proxy tables and is stored in a Global Database (GDB). A user will submit a query on Global Schema specific to any proxy table, the GDBMS will scan, parse and validate query. During this process, the system will also use Global Directory / Global Dictionary / Metadata / Global Catalog. The same query will straight forward go to the respective local remote table or view, the same query will be executed locally and at that time query will use local Directory / Dictionary / Metadata information of the local database server, and finally query will produce response and send back results to the concerned user. If user submits a join, union or intersect query on Global Schema using two or more proxy tables, the query will be decomposed into a set of sub-queries and will go to the respective remote local component database servers and each sub-query will produce a response. The sub-results coming from individual local database server are then will be composed and send back results to respective user. Similarly, through proxy table, user can update remote sites with applying SQL query on proxy table. Number of proxy table will continuously grow based on the requirements of the organization and expansion of the remote databases with
time.

II. DATABASE ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK

The ANSI/X3/SPARC architecture [13,14,15] as shown in figure 1 is claimed to be based on the data organization in DBMS standardization. It recognizes three views of data:

A. Local internal schema/view

Local (internal) schema/view shows how the data is stored on each site. The format of the internal schema is dependent on the LDBMS of each site.

B. A global conceptual schema/view

A global (conceptual) schema describes the data throughout a network and shows what data is at what site. The global schema usually stored in a global directory/global dictionary/global catalog/metadata.

C. A User external schema/view

A user (external) schema/view shows how user will view and manipulate the data

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In our proposed framework, the Multidatabase system will control multiple gateways and will access to remote databases through these gateways. The proposed multidatabase system manages and retrieves data from multiple sites within a single graphical user interface (client-server) based application or web-based application and resides on top of the Global Schema while providing complete autonomy to individual remote database system.

The proposed framework is divided into four layers (as shown in Figure 2) based on a classical example (as shown in Figure 1) of a data-based architecture is the ANSI/SPARC model by Tsichritzis and Klug [13,14,15]. See the details work of the Multidatabase System as 4-tiered client-server model in the distributed databases [12].

In our proposed framework, when proxy tables are created within the multidatabase system, metadata from the remote sites are stored within the multidatabase system tables as we named as Global Directory / Global Dictionary / Global Catalog. This metadata can be queried locally to quickly obtain information about proxy tables. This information will include column attributes, index definitions and what data objects exist at which site(s) in the distributed multidatabase system.

The maintenance of this metadata can become an issue, as the local schemas evolves over time, there should be a mechanism to import and synchronize metadata for proxy table. We will discuss about this later in this paper.

A Proxy table can also point to a view on the remote site, and it needs not come from a single table.
Through this framework, any user sitting on multidatabase system can access single or many remote site tables located at different sites using a single query. A single query can retrieve information from many remote site tables using more than one proxy table. A single query can also update remote site table through proxy table. Any user can retrieve information from two or more remote site tables applying join, union, intersect and various way of different SQL statements query on proxy tables. Any user can transfer data from one remote site table to another remote site table through a proxy table.

Following steps are involved in the creation of Global Schema Using proxy tables from distributed heterogeneous relational databases in the multidatabase system:

A. Global Server Interface

We first define remote servers interface definition at Global Database Management System (GDMS) through which Global server will be able to interact with the remote servers. The way of server interface definition is as follows:

**Database Server Interface Driver Definition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Server Name</th>
<th>Global Server IP Address</th>
<th>Global Server Port</th>
<th>Communication Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NewYork</td>
<td>144.16.192.211</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Remote Database Gateway

Database Gateways address the needs of data access in a distributed environment. Gateways make it possible to integrate with any number of database servers. Proxy table only can be created on the basis of using SQL gateway otherwise system will not understand where to go during creation of Proxy table. The way of Remote Database Gateway definition is as follows:

**Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Server Name.Databases Name.Database Owner Name.Object Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NewYork.HumanResourceDB.dbo.Employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where object’s name is a name of table or view created at remote server by dbo.

**C. Method for Mapping Remote Objects to Proxy Tables and Creating Global Schema**

Since actual tables and views are located at remote sites, we need to provide access methods over a network, resolving pathname i.e. remote gateway, and syntax for this, which will be transparent to the multidatabase system users. We have already discussed in A and B of III. how to define remote server interface and remote database gateway to resolve pathname of the remote site.

As we explained, earlier that global schema is a set of proxy tables. We show how to create a proxy table in the global schema and how to map proxy table to the remote objects i.e. table of view.

```
create proxy_table <table_name> [external table] at "RemoteDatabaseGateway"
```

This will create proxy table in the multidatabase system and will derives table structure based on metadata it obtains from remote site. We use `create proxy_table` only if the table exists at the remote site, `external table` parameter defines that object is a remote table or view.

**Example 1**

```
create proxy_table EmployeesNY external table At "NewYork.HumanResource.dbo.Employees"
```

We are creating a proxy table EmployeeNY from actual table or view which is already located at remote site in NewYork in the Human Resource Database with the name Employees.

**Example 2 Alternate ways**

```
create existing table EmployeesNY
(EmployeeCode Int not null, Name varchar(35) not null, phone char(15) not null, address varchar(60) null, city varchar(25) null, state char(2) null, country char(3) null, zip char(7))
```

We use `create existing table` only if the table exists at the remote site. We use the same data definition language (DDL) of the remote object.

**Example 3 Alternate ways**

```
create table EmployeesNY
(EmployeeCode Int not null, Name varchar(35) not null, phone char(15) not null, address varchar(60) null, city varchar(25) null, state char(2) null, country char(3) null, zip char(7))
```

The `create table` command creates the table in the remote site and then creates the proxy table in the multidatabase system.

Similarly, we can create many proxy tables based on different located remote sites and in resulting of creating a Global Schema in the multidatabase system.

IV. SUBMIT QUERY ON PROXY TABLE

We can apply select, insert, delete and update SQL statements on proxy tables.
Select * from EmployeesNY

This will give a list of all employees from New York City located Server to the Multidatabase System.

Suppose we want list of all employees working across the globe within the same organization, then we submit a query like

Select * from EmployeesNY
Union
Select * from EmployeesIND
Union
Select * from EmployeesLONDON
Union
..........................................
Select * from EmployeesNCountry

Similarly we can use join query on proxy table such as

Select * from ProxyTable1, ProxyTable2
where
ProxyTable1.Column1 = ProxyTable2.Column1

We can order the results query used as order by.

Similarly, we can modify data of remote site using a single SQL query on proxy table, the update command is sent to remote site and table is updated there.

We show an operator graph including query decomposition and data localization.

Case: suppose we are using more than one proxy tables and among these on proxy table is created and mapped with view of the remote site and view at remote site is again created with more than one tables using same remote site database then how query will process and will get back results to the multidatabase system.

Proxy table 1 – EmployeesNY mapped with Employees table at New York remote site

Proxy table 2 – EmployeesUK mapped with Employees table at UK remote site

Proxy table 3 – EmployeesIND mapped with Employees view at IND remote site where Employees view is created and mapped with two tables locally EmployeesSenior and EmployeesJunior.

When we submit a query as

Select EmployeeCode, Name, Country, DateOfJoining from EmployeesNY
Union
Select EmployeeCode, Name, Country, DateOfJoining from EmployeesUK
Union
Select EmployeeCode, Name, Country, DateOfJoining from EmployeesIND

The operator graph will look like as

The multidatabase system will obtain results accordingly from all remote sites. Many algorithms are proposed and implemented in distributed query processing and optimization and we are not taking into consideration this issue in this paper.

V. DATABASE MODIFICATIONS PROPAGATION

If DBA at remote server changes the structure of the attributes such as type of the attribute, size of the attribute of the relation table will be automatically reflected in the Global Schema. Some user-defined functions may also be proposed to resolve schema conflicts. For example, attribute of one site’s table is varchar and in other site it is char, then the user-defined function will solve this problem. I am not taking into consideration this issue in this paper. Many researchers have addressed these issues. Please see the detail work of [1,9,10,11].

VI. DATABASE SECURITY

The increased usage of databases to store large amounts of data has created new security problems. Typically a database contains data of various degrees of importance and levels of sensitivity. This data is shared among a wide variety of users with different responsibilities and privileges. It is therefore necessary to restrict users of the database to those portions of the total data that are necessary for their activities. Additionally, more control is needed over changes a user can make to data because of the many ways these changes can affect other users of the database [8].

The Network security expert at each remote site can better protect remote site database server by implementing a firewall between the Global Database Server and the local database server and will examine each incoming packets coming to local database server, will authenticate this and will decide whether this packet is to be denied, dropped or forwarded to local database server. Since the IP address, port and the type of network service that the Global Database Management System is using in communicating with the remote database server is known by the firewall policy rules, can easily forward, drop or deny incoming packets. The DBA at each local site will provide a better database server level and database object level security. The System Administrator at each local site will provide a better OS level security. How to exactly tackle all these issues, we do not take into consideration these issues in this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
The main objective of the work is to provide transparent access to autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed local relational databases. This is a viable proposed framework in the creation of Global Schema in the Multidatabase System and easy to maintain the Global Schema. In future, we plan to address other issues in the multidatabase system.
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